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INTRODUCTION
Across industries digital and mobile are transforming customer experience and disrupting business as
usual in many ways. These trends and impacts are playing out most visibly as consumers shop and
brands and retailers (both brick-and-mortar and online) vie for their attention, loyalty and wallets.
Fueled by mobile and other disruptive technologies, three profound shifts are reshaping the landscape.
•

Growth in e-commerce – With a compound annual growth rate of 9.5%, U.S.online retail sales are
projected to reach $414 billion in 2018. Currently at 8%, e-retail’s share of total retail sales will
reach 11% in 5 years. The growth is being driven by brick-and-mortar retailers catering to
consumer preferences as well as newer entrants such as Zappos, Rue La La and others offering
compelling new shopping experiences.

•

Mobile Shopping – Embracing mobile and related technologies, consumers are changing the way
they shop – for example, checking for digital coupons; scanning QR codes to read reviews before
buying; showrooming (shopping in stores and buying online); and others. With rising "proficiency,"
consumers have less and less patience for even the slightest annoyances – mobile apps that reduce
frictions for shoppers (time, cost and uncertainty) are growing in popularity.

•

Mobile App Innovation – Incumbents and startups are introducing innovative new mobile
shopping apps at a remarkable rate, addressing specific use cases and enhancing virtually every
aspect of shopping. While only a few of the apps will reach scale, this groundswell is driving
innovation and forcing players across the entire ecosystem to up their game. These apps represent
an important new “Digital Shelf” that extends retailers’ reach to an even wider cross-section of
buyers.

As more and more retailers offer products online, the “Shoppable Web” is growing significantly –
according to best estimates, the Shoppable Web consists of hundreds of millions of products from over
500 thousand retailers, both large and small. This whitepaper shows how mobile apps and devices
combine with the Shoppable Web to enable consumers and enhance their shopping experience. To
explain the significance of these important developments, the following topics are discussed.
•

Shopper’s journey: as consumers browse, search, compare and eventually purchase, the Shoppable
Web expands their choices at each step. Depending on their intent, consumers may proceed in
very different ways; two important modes – recreational vs. “need to buy” shopping – are
distinguished.

•

Smart phones and tablets: consumers are using tablets and smart phones while shopping, but in
very different ways. As a third-screen, tablets are well suited for browsing, searching and
purchasing at home, while location, cameras, and other features make smart phones indispensable
as out-of-home shopping compansions.

•

Shopping apps: digital shopping channels on these mobile devices include a growing number of
apps in addition to the mobile web. A taxonomy of shopping apps highlights the innovation
going on in this space and important differences across channels for consumers and retailers.

•

While various apps make available subsets of the Shoppable Web, TheFind differs in that it’s the
only app through which consumers can find any product from every store on the Shoppable Web.
Because of this distinction, compared to using search engines, TheFind also consistently retrieves
products at lower prices. Key findings from a recent comparison of TheFind vs. other search
engines are provided in the Appendix.
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THE SHOPPABLE WEB AND DIGITAL CHANNELS

As defined above, the Shoppable Web consists of hundreds of millions of products available for purchase
on the Internet. To grasp the enormity, consider the sources shown below offering products for sale on
the Internet – numbering in the hundreds of thousands, sources range from Amazon and eBay to brickand-mortar retailers, specialty retailers, marketplaces and many others as suggested by the following.
THE SHOPPABLE WEB – RETAILERS AND BRANDS OFFERING PRODUCTS ONLINE
SOURCE

EXAMPLES

// BRICK AND MORTAR RETAILERS

Best Buy, CVS, Home Depot, Target, Macys, Nordstrom and
others

// RETAILER MARKETPLACES

Amazon, eBay, Sears, Rakuten Shopping and others

// ONLINE STORES

Newegg, Overstock, Wayfair, Zappos, and others

// BRANDS

Nike, Carhartt, Splendid, Taylor Made, Bose, Kiehl’s and others

// SPECIALTY STORES

Replacements, Tool King, Scoop NYC, Kitson, Intermix and others

// SMALL RETAILERS

On hosted e-commerce platforms such as Shopify, Go Daddy,
Yahoo Stores and Big Commerce

While the Shoppable Web represents the universe
of products and stores, various digital channels
offer subsets that differ in size, assortment and
other characteristics. To illustrate, in categories
such as apparel, electronics, home furnishings,
and health and beauty, specialty stores and online
stores offer narrow but deep assortments.
Marketplaces offer larger subsets from which
consumers can buy products from many retailers
who in turn stock products and fulfill orders.
While brand and retailer-owned channels and
marketplaces typically take stock and fulfill
orders, other digital channels focus on the “frontend” of shopping, helping consumers find and
browse products and relying on retailers and marketplaces to carry stock and fulfill orders. In the realm
of products, examples of these front-end digital channels include (i) Search Engines (Google, Bing,
Yahoo); (ii) Shopping Search Engines (TheFind); and (iii) specialty shopping apps, such as bar code
scanning, shopping comparison apps, etc.
The portion of the Shoppable Web accessible via each of these channels varies and the front-end channels
delivering broad access include search engines like Google and shopping search engines like TheFind.
Focusing only on the shopping domain, TheFind delivers access to the entire Shoppable Web and helps
shoppers much like Kayak does for travellers.
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TECHNOLOGY AND THE SHOPPERS’ JOURNEY

In simple terms, consumers engage in Pre-purchase,
Purchase and Post-purchase activities. Before actually
buying, they may Browse, Find, Compare, and Choose,
which along with Purchase is sometimes referred to as
the Shoppers’ Journey or the Path to Purchase.
It is difficult to overstate how mobile and related
technologies are transforming the path to purchase. In
the last five years the number of mobile shopping apps
has exploded. As discussed below, in many instances
shopping apps focus on a particular product category
(e.g., home furnishings; fashion, electronics; etc.) or
particular use cases (social shopping, deals, offers, etc.).
Most shopping apps connect consumers to retailers
(online and brick-and-mortar) who handle actual
purchase and order fulfillment. Together with smart phones and tablets, mobile apps allow consumers
to browse digitally, compare features and prices, and determine in real-time which stores (physical and
online) have products in-stock.
In addition to mobile, other technologies are also reshaping the Shopper’s Journey. By leveraging in
real-time data on consumers’ location, interests, transaction history, social media profile and other
characteristics, online and even brick-and-mortar retailers are delivering highly personalized shopping
experiences, from product recommendations to “one-click” shopping, replenishment by subscription,
and more.
Depending on their goals, constraints (time and money), context (location, weather, etc.), consumers
may follow very different paths to purchase, even for the same product. In particular, two modes of
shopping are important to distinguish. Consumers interested in a product category often engage in
“recreational shopping” – they enjoy browsing, discovering new products, and sharing finds via social
media and with friends. In other instances, consumers may regard shopping as a “need to buy” (NTB) –
securing the right product(s), at the right price, while minimizing the time, effort and hassle involved. Of
course, there are variations on these two modes – for example, with the emergence of flash sales and
other sites offering a limited quantity or significant discount for a limited time, many consumers have
signed up and shop for the “thrill of the deal,” e.g., getting a product at a much lower price than is
normally available.
Representing the full universe of products available from all retailers, large and small, the Shoppable
Web has enormous implications for the Shoppers’ Journey:
•

By selecting the appropriate filters, consumers can browse by product, brand, deals, and other
criteria

•

In real-time consumers can find products from all available sellers on the Web, not just the subset
who have placed Paid Listing Ads (PLAs) on a search engine

•

With continually updated pricing and real-time availability, consumers can choose the combination
of product, retailer (local or online), delivery options, and price that best meets their needs.
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SMART PHONES AND TABLETS – SHOPPING COMPANIONS

By any measure, mobile devices have become ubiquitous. 9 out of 10 new mobile phones purchased are
smart phones – as a result, most consumers now carry a “computer in their pocket.” As the fastest
growing consumer electronics product in history, tablets are rapidly displacing PCs, securing their place
at work and home across all segments of the
population. While smart phones and tablets have
become indispensable “shopping tools,” they are
used in very different ways. Early in the shopper
journey, consumers may browse with no
particular purpose in mind, especially in
categories they enjoy. In a recent immr study,
over half of consumers say they “enjoy browsing
just to see what’s new,” particularly in categories
such as music, apparel, movies and jewelry.
With the swipe user interface (UI) and larger
screens, tablets are ideal for exploring both
content and products. With high-resolution
screens and the ability to zoom in and out, tablets offer high fidelity and enhanced, 3D product views.
With faster processors, generally connected to higher-speed Wi-Fi connections, tablets also offer richer,
more immersive shopping experiences, capable of leveraging such features as augmented reality. Since
recreational shopping is often a secondary activity done from the convenience of home – for example,
while watching TV – tablets are also a natural for “second screen” browsing and other use cases.
Mainly due to size, tablets are used primarily at home, school, or work and less often while shopping outof-home. Smart phones, on the other hand, are always with consumers – as a consequence, when
consumers are out and about smart phones are likely to be used to find, compare, choose and even buy.
While smart phones have gotten faster and their displays larger, their cameras, sensors and other
features highlighted below make them even more useful for shopping while on the go. The status and
prospects for mobile shopping apps are discussed further in a subsequent section.
// Mobile Device Features Enabling and Enhancing Shopping
Feature

Phone

Tablet

Description

// INTERFACE

Swipe user interface (UI) simplifies interaction, encourages browsing

// SOCIAL

Accessibility encourages sharing experiences, accessing others’ reviews

// APPS

Apps for everything from search to price comparisons, lists and more

// CAMERA

Image capture driving user-generated product comments on social media
Image-based search emerging as a capability as well

// SCANNER

Ability to scan QR and bar codes reveals information, simplifies interactions

// SENSORS

Sensors connect consumers via NFC and Bluetooth low-energy to information,
offers and other services in stores, venues and other places

// LOCATION

Location is a linchpin for directions, location-specific information (e.g., search
results) and a wide range of location-aware shopping apps
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WHAT CONSUMERS WANT FROM MOBILE SHOPPING APPS

Recent immr research examined consumers’ satisfaction with specifics aspects of shopping and the
mobile shopping apps they would value most. A number of key findings emerged from the research.
• First, consumers are frustrated with several
basic aspects of shopping, including finding and
applying coupons, confirming they’re getting
the best deal, and determining where products
are in stock locally.
• The most valued apps are those that save
consumers time and money – e.g., allow
consumers to compare products and prices, find
and apply coupons, and receive deals and offers
they can use.
• While e-commerce continues to grow,
consumers also value the ability to shop
digitally, verify where products are in-stock
locally, and complete their purchase in local
stores. Same day delivery options are likely to increase the popularity of this feature.
• Apps that allow “recreational shoppers” to get news, information and reviews about new products and
businesses of interest are also viewed quite favorably.
Given shoppers’ unmet needs and the extraordinary interest in solutions, it is no surprise that mobile
shopping apps are proliferating, with startups, retailers and search platforms vying to enhance consumers’
experience and outcomes. As an illustration, in the coupon category Google Play lists more than 250
Android coupon apps, for everything from attractions to gas, groceries, and more.
Given the proliferation of apps, a natural question is “which of these apps will prevail and prosper?” (e.g.,
not merely get downloaded but attract a large following of loyal users who consistently use the app). While
it’s early to pick the eventual winners, apps attract fans by excelling on one or more of the features below.
WHAT MAKES A MOBILE SHOPPING APP/PLATFORM INDISPENSABLE?
// CORE FUNCTIONALITY

How well the platform delivers on its primary function (see categories in Taxonomy)

// USER EXPERIENCE (UX)

A seamless, compelling UX, based on the user interface (UI), images & other elements

// PRODUCT SELECTION

Assortment (breadth and depth) of products available

// COVERAGE

Range of stores, locations and/or situations in which the app can be used

// CONTENT

Descriptions, images, reviews, and comments that enable shoppers, enrich UX

// ACCESSIBILITY

Accessible via mobile devices (smart phones, tablets) and the web

// PERSONALIZATION

User interface, merchandise and recommendations tailored to individual shoppers

// PERFORMANCE

Timely, accurate results; speed, reliability, and availability

// VALUE

Based on prices, access to coupons and deals, rewards as well as delivery options
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WHICH MOBILE SHOPPING APPS WILL PREVAIL?

Given shoppers’ diverse needs and continuing innovation by developers, the typical consumer is likely to
use more than one type of shopping app. Flurry, for example, groups apps into five categories, including
retailers’ apps, price comparison apps, daily deal apps, online marketplaces, and “purchase assistance”
apps. A more detailed Taxonomy along with examples is presented on the next page.
Regardless of the category or purpose, consumers evaluate shopping apps based on a common set of
“table stakes.” First and foremost are core functionality (how well the app does what it’s supposed to do),
UX (user experience), and performance – consumers have little patience for apps that fail to deliver a
seamless, compelling user experience with minimal latency. Responsive design and optimizing for mobile
are critical. Personalizing the UX based on the shopper’s location, history, context, and interests is also
important. Finally, the breadth and depth of products and descriptive information presented are key
distinguishing factors, especially within search engines and comparison shopping apps.
•

Retailer Apps – Brick and mortar retailers face a number of challenges, including developing and
maintaining responsive websites and robust mobile apps as well as updating pricing, inventory and
other product-related information in real-time, which requires significant systems integration. For
small- to mid-size retailers these hurdles are even more formidable, which may explain the recent
decline among UK retailers offering mobile shopping apps. Beyond developing, persuading
customers to install and use a mobile app is a challenge faced by all businesses, including retailers.

•

Search Engines and Comparison Shopping Apps – When searching for and comparing products,
consumers expect and value breadth and depth of product selection and coverage. As discussed
previously, access to a significant portion if not the entirety of the shoppable web makes an app
most valuable for this function. Apps delivering broad access include search engines like Google
and shopping search engines like TheFind. Focusing only on the shopping domain, TheFind
delivers access to the entire Shoppable Web and helps shoppers find the best prices, matching
coupons, local retailers and more.

•

Specialty Shopping Apps – Recognizing opportunities in mobile commerce, third-party,
independent developers are developing and introducing mobile shopping apps at a rapid pace.
These apps typically focus on a specific use case or segment of shoppers – for example, Jifiti for
gifting and ShopStyle for fashionistas. For many specialty apps, product selection and coverage
are less important compared to core functionality and UX for the target segment and product
category. Not surprisingly, some of the most successful apps are in “high involvement” categories,
such as fashion and electronics, which attract avid shoppers.

•

Local and Location-based Apps – Local and location-based apps pinpoint the user’s location and
use knowledge of local merchants’ offerings to filter and show products and businesses in the
vicinity of the consumer. As a consequence, in addition to geo-technologies, product selection,
coverage and personalization are critical in this category.

•

Deal, Coupon and Loyalty/Rewards Apps – Given the plethora of deal, coupon and loyalty/reward
apps, personalization, UX and value are the key distinguishing features in this category.

While these categories are likely to endure, boundaries between them will continue to blur as various apps
add features and functionality to enhance and further differentiate the overall shopper experience.
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// Taxonomy of Mobile Shopping Apps
RETAILER AND MARKETPLACE APPS
// BRICK & MORTAR RETAILERS

Browse and buy from brick-and-mortar retailers (Walmart, Target, Best Buy,
Kroger, CVS, Macy’s, H&M; etc.)

// ONLINE RETAILERS

Browse and buy from online only retailers (Zappos, Overstock, Newegg, etc.)

// MARKETPLACES

Browse and buy from marketplaces that aggregate and offer products from other
vendors (Amazon, eBay, ETSY, Poshmark, etc.)

// CATALOG RETAILERS

Browse and buy from catalog retailers (Catalogue, CatalogSpree)

SEARCH ENGINES AND COMPARISON SHOPPING APPS
// SCAN/COMPARE PRICES

Scan bar codes to check and compare prices (Red Laser, Nextag, Pricegrabber)

// PRODUCT COMPARISON

Compare products on features, look, fit and feel (ConsumerSearch)

// SEARCH ENGINES

Web search engines showing web site results and shopping advertisements
(Google, Bing, Yahoo)

// SHOPPING SEARCH ENGINES

Shopping focused search engines accessing the entire Shoppable Web and
showing products, prices, matching coupons, local stores and more (TheFind)

SPECIALTY SHOPPING APPS
// BROWSING

Publish and display circulars, digital product collections (Key Ring; Pinterest)

// CURATED SHOPPING

Curate, promote unique products and services (Fancy; Scoutmob; Shopsavvy)

// VERTICAL SHOPPING

Browse/buy from specialty retailers/boutiques (ShopStyle, Fashism, Stylish Girl)

// SOCIAL SHOPPING

Promote user feedback, sharing of products & experiences (Polyvore; Clutch)

// RECOMMENDATIONS

Filter and recommend products, given criteria and budget (FindtheBest)

// GIFT SHOPPING

Focused specifically on gift-giving, special occasions (Giftly)

LOCAL AND LOCATION-BASED SHOPPING APPS
// DIRECTORY SHOPPING

List businesses by category, location, hours, and other criteria (YP; Yelp)

// PRODUCT AVAILABILITY

Reveal where products are in stock in local and online stores (QuickBuy; Milo)

// IN-STORE LOCATOR

Show layout and location of selected products in stores and malls (Aislefinder)

// SAME DAY LOCAL DELIVERY

Browse/buy from local merchants for same-day delivery (Google Shopping
Express; eBay Now)

DEAL, COUPON AND LOYALTY/REWARDS APPS
// DEAL SHOPPING

Offer limited-offer deals from merchants & brands (Groupon; LivingSocial; Wish)

// COUPONS

Supply digital coupons for a wide range of products and services (RetailMeNot)

// PRIVATE SALE OFFERS

Browse and buy from private sale retailers (GILT, Rue la la, Zulily, etc.)

// PAYMENT

Permit consumers to pay and (optionally) bypass checkout (LevelUp; Wallaby)

// LOYALTY & REWARDS

Reward consumers for trial, purchase & other behaviors (Shopkick; Perka; iBotta)

SHOPPING TOOLS
// SHOPPING LIST

Compile, plan and make accessible shopping lists (Grocery IQ)

// ORDER FOR LOCAL
DELIVERY

Order for same-day delivery (Google Shopping Express, eBay Now)
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WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS FOR MOBILE SHOPPING

As the taxonomy and examples above suggest, shopping apps are making shopping easier, less costly
and more enjoyable. Within the various categories, the following trends will continue to reshape
shoppers’ experience and outcomes.

10
6.1

Specialty Shopping Apps Will Proliferate and Get Integrated

Both recreational and need-to-buy shopping play an important role in consumers’ lives – as a result,
startups, aided by angel and VC investment, will continue the rapid pace of innovation, conceiving,
developing and introducing new specialty shopping apps. Emerging technologies, such as geo-fencing,
augmented reality, beacons, and indoor location as well as personalization, context and other
capabilities will also accelerate innovation. The enormous growth and commercial impact of Pinterest
illustrate the types of disruptive innovation that will continue unabated.
Recognizing opportunities in mobile commerce and the relatively low barriers to building apps,
independent developers will continue to build and introduce mobile shopping apps at a rapid pace,
focusing on specific use cases and segment of consumers. These specialty shopping apps serve two
important purposes: (i) permit consumers to shop via well-designed apps and find products easily
without having to browse multiple retailers’ websites or install retailers’ apps; and (ii) allow retailers to
reach customers where they are shopping, which in a growing number of instances is via a popular
specialty shopping app. While startups typically focus on a niche or segment of the market – e.g., part of
the shopper journey, a subset of product categories (e.g., fashion; entertainment), millennials, etc. – as
they gain traction larger players are likely to acquire them for their technology and talent.

6.2

Retailers and Brands Extend their Presence via the Digital Shelf

Consumers will continue to use mobile devices and apps to access information and enhance their shopping
experience, both on-line and in-store. Since online retailers are far ahead of their brick and mortar
counterparts, the latter will accelerate efforts to close the gap, integrating capabilities that span the entire
customer journey for both tablets and smart phones. H&M, CVS and other innovative retailers are leading
the charge, using tools such as responsive design and promoting their own mobile shopping apps to
engage and support shoppers. With limited resources, smaller retailers have fewer options.
For all retailers, the biggest challenge is one
shared by every mobile app developer –
creating value and persuading customers to
install and, more importantly, use their app.
With just a few exceptions, retail app
adoption among customers is in the single
digits, suggesting just how steep of a
challenge retailers face. Smart retailers will
pursue a dual strategy – investing in their
own mobile apps, where resources permit,
but also integrating with specialty shopping
apps, which represent a Digital Shelf of
sorts.
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While important for both consumers and retailers, retailer and specialty shopping apps have their
limitations. While they deliver distinctive shopping experiences to consumers, specialty shopping apps
offer only a subset of the products available via shopping search engines such as TheFind. Despite
limitations of any one app or channel, the Digital Shelf represents an increasingly important resource for
both consumers and retailers.
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6.3

Consumers Will Embrace One-Stop Mobile Shopping Solution(s)

In parallel to the emergence and adoption of more speciality shopping apps, consumers will embrace
mobile apps that provide comprehensive, “one-stop” solutions. For example, in travel Kayak (now owned
by Priceline) has amassed a large and loyal following by providing one-stop shopping for flights, hotels,
and rental cars, along with a simple but effective user interface.
Similarly, consumers will embrace the convenience of mobile shopping apps that (i) cover more of the
Shoppable Web and (i) include more information critical to buyers as they shop and choose products and
merchants – e.g., availability in local stores; coupons available; product reviews; delivery options; shipping
costs; etc.
While they will continue to be used, general search engines (Google, Yahoo, or Bing) that only cover a
subset of merchants or products available are likely to lose favor, particularly as savings from specialized
search channels such as TheFind become more widely known.
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The only shopping app designed to help consumers search the entire shoppable Web and from any mobile
device, TheFind systematically crawls and indexes everything for sale from the entire Shoppable Web.
With over 500 million products from more than 500 thousand stores, large and small, TheFind is the only
shopping search engine with comprehensive coverage. As shown in a series of comparison studies (see
Appendix), TheFind consistently shows more merchants (including smaller merchants) and, most
importantly, lower priced products.
TheFind applies patented search and ecommerce technology to deliver the most comprehensive shopping
experience via its mobile apps and Web presence. It makes shopping simple as it locates hard-to-find
items, checks for local product availability, identifies coupons and price matches while quickly showing all
the best deals from retailers across the Web.
TheFind is venture funded by Bain Capital Ventures, Lightspeed Venture Partners and Redpoint Ventures
and is a San Francisco and Silicon Valley-based company.

7.1

Mobile Apps

TheFind apps are available for smart phones and tablets running iOS and Android and can be downloaded
from iTunes, Google Play and Amazon App Store.
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7.2

Social Presence

Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/thefind

Twitter

http://www.twitter.com/thefind

Pinterest

http://www.pinterest.com/thefindcom

LinkedIn

http://www.linkedin.com/company/thefind-inc
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10 APPENDIX –THEFIND VS. SEARCH ENGINES & COMPARISON SITES
Note – the following results are drawn from a comparison study conducted by TheFind. More information
and discussion are available in this post on SearchEngineLand.

10.1 Finding the Lowest Price – TheFind vs. Search Engines & Comparison Sites
“The [comparison] shows that out of the
50 products searched, TheFind found the
lowest price 78% of the time, Google 42%
of the time… down to Bing 14% of the
time and Yahoo 8% of the time. [Related
data point: as part of TheFind's results,
Amazon and eBay surfaced the lowest
price 20% and 10% of the times
respectively].”

10.2 Search Results and Number of Stores Found
“A key difference
comparison sites
TheFind provides
number of stores
sites have.”

between TheFind and
is Store Choice –
over 10 times the
all other comparison
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